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INTRODUCTION

Police officers, scholars, students, researchers, public servants, politicians, policy analysts and others who from time to time exercise their minds in the field of police affairs occasionally face two problems. Firstly, there arises the need for full citation details of works referred to in reports, etc. Such information when required, is usually wanted quickly without having to visit a library or accessing expensive electronic databases. Secondly, there arises the need to know what other related works a particular writer already referred to may have produced. Again, such information is usually required instantly and not subject to delays imposed by visits to libraries (where available) or access to data bases (where available).

This bibliography is designed to address these two needs. Regrettably, lack of funds has restricted its contents to monographs. It is hoped that an enlarged version including articles will be compiled at some future date.

The principal databases searched in compiling this guide were Australian Bibliographical Network (ABN) and Computerised Information and National Criminological Holdings (CINCH). The products of these searches were supplemented by manual searches of the catalogue of the Australian Institute of Criminology's J.V. Barry Memorial Library and the compilers' personal libraries.

Selection of authors was effected by the compilers exercising their own discretion. Dual considerations were quality and quantity of authors plus the perceived probability of their being cited in the works of others, especially those working in police and cognate fields. No offence is intended to those excluded. Any user who feels a particular author should be included on the basis of his/her monographs or that appropriate works of authors included are not cited are invited to contact the compilers so that an enhanced revised edition of this useful tool may be produced in due course.

Users of this compilation are subjected to few symbols, most entries are self evident. But, three symbols are employed: c means copyright; ? means questionable; and [ ] indicate an approximate date.

Support for the undertaking by J.V. Barry Librarian John Myrtle, who made possible the ABN and CINCH searches, is gratefully acknowledged. The bibliography was compiled by Bruce Swanton, assisted by Lavinia Hill and Judy Iltis.

Australian Institute of Criminology
June 1987
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